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point the other side starts lifting. Then change sides, and do the same 
again - if these measurements are different, your Anti-roll bar has 
tweak and needs adjusting. If one side lifts 3mm before the other side 
starts lifting, then when you change sides, the measurement of 3mm 
should be the same. 

Stiffer / Harder Front Anti-Roll Bar
• Decreases front end lateral grip / traction
• Off-power steering (turn-in) will increase
• Quicker initial response
• On-power and overall stability increases
• Reduces low-speed steering
• The turning radius will be larger, but smoother and very 

consistent
• It reduces 'hooking' by preventing front end roll
• The car will have more rear traction in turns

Softer Front Anti-Roll Bar
• Increase front end lateral grip whilst decreasing rear traction
• Low speed / off power steering increased
• Slower initial response
• Overall stability reduced and unpredictable  

Stiffer / Harder Rear Anti-Roll Bar
• Lateral grip at the rear will decrease
• Bigger influence for on-power steering than a softer front 
• On power steering will be increased
• Initial response will be decreased
• Gives more steering - the car steers tighter, also at low 

speeds
• On a very smooth track, it can make sliding easier

Softer Rear Anti-Roll Bar
• Lateral grip at the rear will increase, reduced car roll
• On-power steering will decrease
• Initial response will increase
• Over stability reduced and unpredictable 
• Decreases front traction whilst increasing rear traction

Set-up Series: No. 5

Anti-Roll Bars

TIP!

What are Anti-Roll Bars, Roll Bars or Sway Bars? For the 
sake of this information sheet, we will use the term Anti-roll 
bar(s). An anti-roll bar is a part of the suspension geometry 
and helps reduce the body roll of a vehicle during fast 
cornering or over an uneven surface. It connects opposite 
wheels (left and right) together through short lever arms, you 
will find two; one on the front and one on the rear. Anti-roll 
bars are used to improve / remove side / lateral grip both 
front and rear whilst improving stability either on the straight 
or whilst turning (lateral grip).  Anti-roll bars lower the amount 
of chassis roll by transferring the weight from the inside 
wheel the outside wheel.  The harder the roll bar is, the larger 
the amount of weight transferred, this is because the outside 
wheel will bear more weight when turning. 

Adding / increasing the stiffness of an anti-roll bar will reduce 
traction at that end of the car, and feel like you’ve increased 
grip the other end.  If a track is smooth it will make the car 
feel more consistent overall. Anti-roll bars have a big affect 
on body roll so increasing the stiffness will improve the 
responsiveness of direction change and the car will feel 
more direct.  Remember though, if the weight transfer is too 
much then overall grip can be lost which would mean your 
anti-roll bar is too stiff. Harder roll bars will generally make 
the car easier to drive where as softer makes the car more 
unpredictable.

Anti-roll bars ONLY make a difference when weight is being 
transferred left and right. Therefore, when pushing down on 
a car, the stiffness will come from the springs and NOT 
the Anti-roll bar, this is great because if you need soft 
springs due to a bumpy track, you can still run a harder roll 
bar. 

When adjusting Anti-roll bars it is important to check there is 
no tweak, i.e. they are working exactly the same left and 
right - tweak would mean they lift at different heights. You 
would measure his using the same point from which you 
would measure droop, or axle height. Too many times anti-
roll bars are left and are not even, which can make the 
handling of the car awful! To check and see if yours are even 
you should lift one side and take the measurement at the 

“ The Anti-Roll Bar is one of the easiest and most 
powerful ways to influence a cars handling”


